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QUESTION 1

A company\\'s SAP basis team is responsible for database backups in Amazon S3. The company frequently needs to
restore the last 3 months of backups into the pre-production SAP system to perform tests and analyze performance.
Previously an employee accidentally deleted backup files from the S3 bucket. The SAP basis team wants to prevent
accidental deletion of backup files in the future. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create a new resource-based policy that prevents deletion of the S3 bucket 

B. Enable versioning and multi-factor authentication (MFA) on the S3 bucket 

C. Create signed cookies for the backup files in the S3 bucket Provide the signed cookies to authorized users only 

D. Apply an S3 Lifecycle policy to move the backup fries immediately to S3 Glacier 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company hosts multiple SAP applications on Amazon EC2 instances in a VPC While monitoring the environment the
company notices that multiple port scans are attempting to connect to SAP portals inside the VPC. These port scans are
originating from the same IP address block. The company must deny access to the VPC from all the offending IP
addresses for the next 24 hours. 

Which solution win meet this requirement? 

A. Modify network ACLs that are associated with all public subnets in the VPC to deny access from the IP address
block 

B. Add a rule in the security group of the EC2 instances to deny access from the IP address block 

C. Create a policy in AWS identity and Access Management (1AM) to deny access from the IP address block 

D. Configure the firewall m the operating system of the EC2 instances to deny access from the IP address block 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has deployed SAP HANA m the AWS Cloud. The company needs its SAP HAN A database to be highly
available An SAP solutions architect has deployed the SAP HANA database in separate Availability Zones in a single
AWS Region SUSE Linux Enterprise High Availability Extension is configured with an overlay IP address. The overlay
IP resource agent has the following IAM policy: 
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During a test of failover the SAP solutions architect finds that the overlay IP address does not change to the secondary
Availability Zone Which change should the SAP solutions architect make in the policy statement for Sid oip1 to dx this
error1? 

A. Change the Action element to ec2 CreateRoute 

B. Change the Action element to ec2 ReplaceRoute 

C. Change the Action element to ec2 ReplaceRouteTableAssociation 

D. Change the Action element to ec2 ReplaceTransrtGatewayRoute 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An SAP basis architect is configuring high availability for a critical SAP system on AWS. The SAP basis architect is
using an overlay IP address to route traffic to the subnets across multiple Availability Zones within an AWS Region for
the system\\'s SAP HANA database. 

What should the SAP basis architect do to route the traffic to the Amazon EC2 instance of the active SAP HANA
database? 

A. Edit the route in the route table of the VPC that includes the EC2 instance that runs SAP HANA Specify the overlay
IP address as the destination Specify the private IP address of the EC2 instance as the target 

B. Edit the inbound and outbound rules in the security group of the EC2 instance that runs SAP HANA Allow traffic for
SAP HANA specific ports from the overlay IP address 

C. Edit the network ACL of the subnet that includes the EC2 instance that runs SAP HANA Allow traffic for SAP HANA
specific ports from the overlay IP address 

D. Edit the route in the route table of the VPC that includes the EC2 instance that runs SAP HANA Specify the overlay
IP address as the destination Specify the elastic network interface of the EC2 instance as the target 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs to migrate its critical SAP workloads from an on-premises data center to AWS The company has a
few source production databases that are 10 TB or more in size The company wants to minimize the downtime for this
migration 

As part of the proof of concept the company used a low-speed high-latency connection between its data center and
AWS During the actual migration the company wants to maintain a consistent connection that delivers high bandwidth
and low latency. The company also wants to add a layer of connectivity resiliency. The backup connectivity does not
need to be as fast as the primary connectivity An SAP solutions architect needs to determine the optimal network
configuration for data transfer. The solution must transfer the data with minimum latency 

Which configuration will meet these requirements? 

A. Set up one AWS Direct Connect connection for connectivity between the on-premises data center and AWS Add an
AWS Site-to-Site VPN connection as a backup to the Direct Connect connection 

B. Set up an AWS Direct Connect gateway with multiple Direct Connect connections that use a link aggregation group
(LAG) between the on-premises data center and AWS 

C. Set up Amazon Elastic fie System (Amazon EPS) file system storage between the on- premises data center and
AWS Configure a cron job to copy the data into this EFS mount Access the data in the EFS file system from the target
environment 

D. Set up two redundant AWS Site-to-Site VPN connections for connectivity between the on-premises data center and
AWS 

Correct Answer: A 
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